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Whitepaper
Overview
This paper describes how the Petrousus

It is no surprise that the active crypto market has

Petrousus token delivers fast transaction throughput, decreased risk of mistakes, and

Token will provide an integrated technology

attracted substantial attention in recent years,

smart feature development exclusively for Satoshi’s original aim by devoting the

solution to the multiple problems that limit

showing itself in creative solutions for electronic

functionality of a blockchain specifically to decentralized finance.


DeFi’s potential.

payments and digital storage of assets due to its

Introduction
From the invention and commercialization of
cryptocurrencies to the usage of smart contracts,
blockchain technology is one of the most promising
tools available today. It has shown its worth as a
framework for financial applications.

In the aftermath of the Great Recession, the launch of
Bitcoin in 2009 changed people’s perceptions of
conventional financial systems (2007-2008).
Blockchain technology created a transparent global
record from which anybody could get transaction
information when centralized hedge funds and banks
failed due to speculation in opaque financial
derivatives. The transactions were secured
cryptographically using a Proof of Work (PoW)
consensus technique, which prevented doublespending.

The Ethereum white paper, published in late 2013,
suggested a network in which developers could
interact with the network through DApps using smart
contracts and a Turing-complete Ethereum Virtual
Machine (EVM). However, when Bitcoin and Ethereum
transaction volumes peaked in 2017, it became clear
that, in their current condition, cryptocurrencies like
Bitcoin and Ethereum were not scalable for broad
adoption due to slow transaction throughput times
and hefty transaction fees.

decentralized, safe, rapid, and cheap (or none)

Petrousus token is a Binance Smart Chain-based community-based cryptocurrency

transaction operating format cost.


asset (BSC). BSC is now the world’s biggest crypto broker by trading volume, ranking
third among cryptocurrencies with the greatest market capitalization, behind only

The cryptocurrency sector is built on the idea that

Bitcoin and Ethereum. Since its introduction in September 2020, the BSC platform has

individuals should have complete control over their

grown at an astonishing pace, employing a mechanism similar to that of the

money. While this may seem to be a simple and

Ethereum network. The BSC was chosen because it is cost-effective and inexpensive.

straightforward statement, present systems are far

Additionally, BSC was created to improve scalability in high-throughput blockchains

from offering financial services that are really in the

so that smart contracts may be easily implemented to create scalable decentralized

hands of those who utilize them. Cryptocurrencies,

applications.


according to a rising number of economists and
financial services experts, will support future financial
sector innovation in the next decades.

Petrousus tokens' purpose is to provide individuals
(and, in the future, robots, and devices) with a single
point of access to decentralized financial (DeFi)
services.

The DeFi market is an internet-native financial
ecosystem that provides many of the same goods
and services as conventional finance but via
decentralized, autonomous apps based on blockchain
technology.

DeFi enables us to envision a system that is superior to
the one we’ve had for over 300 years. We can
transition to a system where everyone can store their
assets on a shared, open network instead of entrusting
our assets to closed institutions and only having
access to the goods and services they choose to
provide. If developers with brilliant ideas can simply
construct secure, powerful finance apps on that
network, then the whole financial system can be
rebuilt in a manner that is inclusive, easy, affordable,
and highly competitive. This is how we provide
innovators the tools they need to solve the issues we
all face.
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Vision
Petrousus token’s vision is to empower
everyone on the earth to increase their
wealth, regardless of their current financial
situation. We aim to create a decentralized
investment gateway that is simple to use
and accessible to millions of individuals who
wish to influence their own future.

Anyone with an internet connection may borrow, save,
transmit, receive, buy, sell, and even insure their
money with DeFi services. This is done using peer-topeer blockchain-based networks amongst people all
around the globe. Banks, stock exchanges, and
insurance brokers, as we know them now, are no
longer necessary.


Despite the fact that DeFi touts a new, more efficient financial environment, it has yet
to live up to its promise of being available to everyone in a practical manner. DeFi is
now hitting a scaling roadblock that it might never escape. Every transaction must be
made public and recorded on the blockchain, according to blockchain technology.
This restricts the total number of transactions that can be completed at any one
moment. This ensures network security, but at a price. The Petrousus Token project
aims to address these issues by creating a network of effective DeFi platforms.

DeFi

Users of DeFi may maximize their money without
having to pay a commission to the intermediary. It
provides people the control and insight they need to
manage their money in ways that banks can’t match.


Current DeFi Problems and Pet

Payments, loans, and borrowing were all traditionally
exclusively accessible via established financial
organizations and banks. This has radically changed
with the advent of blockchain technology, resulting in
a new financial environment that has given birth to
decentralized finance (DeFi). The DeFi process is
powered by automated apps built on top of
blockchain technologies.

DeFi’s objective is to create an open, fair, and
transparent financial system in which anybody may
participate. It uses blockchain technology to provide
unbanked individuals access to financial and banking
services. DeFi intends to create an open-source,
permissionless, and transparent financial services
ecosystem in a nutshell. Trading, lending & borrowing,
token mining, asset custody, insurance, synthetic
products, and more are all available via the
decentralized financial system. The main technologies
that allow decentralized finance are blockchain and
cryptocurrencies.


Over-collateralized lending services are the other side
of the coin. DeFi members may borrow up to 85% of
the value of their deposited crypto in an instant, with
no credit check and no interest. 

We are still early in the technological adoption cycle,
even though DeFi networks now handle over $200
billion. DeFi’s total worth has topped $100 billion in
2021, and its value has climbed dramatically, with the
bulk of DeFi’s ‘blue-chip tokens’ surpassing Bitcoin.
Institutional money will lead to mass acceptance, and
institutions are now waiting for legislation and
institutional-grade Development, both of which are
well underway.


With its scalability difficulty, DeFi is presently hitting a brick wall it could avoid. Since
every transaction on the blockchain must be recorded, not being registered on any
blockchain would restrict the number of transactions a user may conduct at one
time.

DeFi lacks the capacity to move data or assets between chains. Petrousus token
supports cross-chain transactions. Petrousus token will improve seamless
communication. This instantly eliminates scaling difficulties. Since DeFi lacks
interoperability, which is vital to most consumers because of the access it provides,
they must enable such features with their service.

There will be a single mobile app for all of Petrousus Token’s apps. In developing
nations like Africa and South East Asia, where Android is the most popular operating
system, a large percentage of cryptocurrency users are mobile.

Petrousus token will create a complete mobile app that will allow consumers to
access all of Petrousus Token’s services directly from their mobile devices in order to
further achieve scalability.

Additionally, the DeFi project has failed to incorporate decentralization fully. Most
blockchain governance concepts are immature and exhibit evidence of partisanship,
centralization, and ambiguity. The future of these blockchains is dubious without
proper governing institutions. On blockchains dealing with money, such flaws are
unacceptable.
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We now have a sizable and expanding industry for
cryptocurrency trading and also payments in
cryptocurrencies. However, the majority of that activity
is still handled by centralized actors. If you buy
cryptocurrency on an exchange, it stores your assets
and performs an intermediation role similar to that of
a typical financial services provider.
Return of BTC, ETH, UNI, AAVE, COMP, SUSHI, SNX, CRV, YFI in 2021

Regulatory organizations and standards that are
tailored to the demands of natively cross-border
currencies and financial products. 

Regulation based on jurisdiction and antiquated
technology is both falling short of the demands of the
DeFi business. To safeguard the rights of persons who
use these services, Petrousus Token introduces a new
legal and regulatory framework.

Another difficulty that DeFi has is complexity, which
Petrousus Token also addresses. Any digital financial
system’s purpose is to create a dispersed application
that anybody may use to borrow and lend without
much difficulty.

To address this problem, DeFi should lower the cost of
becoming associated with this program. They must
educate more individuals about this financial system
and strive to make the software user-friendly. When
you compare this system’s user interface to that of 

Petrousus Token, you’ll see which is more
straightforward. DeFi still has a lot of work ahead of
them since such a financial system requires a lot of
simplicity. Even if the primary goal is to create a
decentralized financial system, giving equal
opportunities for high-income earners and ordinary
individuals would increase the company quicker than
any other component.

The Ecosystem
The Petrousus Token ecosystem will grow gradually
and transparently. As much as the team believes in
the project’s mission, we also feel that the ultimate
goal of such a platform is to provide value to its users,
whether they are high-net-worth individuals or small
retail investors who are just getting started with
crypto-based investing. The Petrousus Token project is
divided into two segments, with a long-term
development plan.

Imagine a world in which you are not reliant on any
financial institution to participate in numerous
financial possibilities. One that does not adhere to
blockchain maximalism but rather changes with the
blockchain and cryptocurrency industry. Petrousus
token will be a place where people from all walks of life
may access financial services without needing to be
blockchain or cryptocurrency gurus.

It will be a place based on community progress,
financial liberty, and security. Everything will be
protected by a blockchain backbone, which will begin
with the efficient and low-cost BSC and expand as the
technology improves, adding additional features and
security measures.

The Petrousus Token ecosystem has features in place
that make it deflationary and liquid. The following
mechanisms are outlined below:

Burning
A portion of the Petrousus token buyer’s Transfer Fee will be assigned to a specified
wallet. The Petrousus Token units in that wallet will be removed from circulation,
reducing the number of tokens accessible on the market over time. This method is
designed to counteract inflationary consequences.

In terms of details, some cryptocurrency ventures will choose to automate their
burning method.

The team at Petrousus Token is aware that this is not a successful long-term burning
strategy. This is due to the fact that an automated technique for burning cannot be
used endlessly. 

This is why Petrousus Token has chosen a manual burning technique. Importantly, the
burn will happen when the Petrousus Token community is in a good state.

When the management team decides it is the proper moment to burn an allocation
of tokens, it will be communicated with Petrousus Token holders in an open, fair, and
transparent manner.

Burning on the ecosystem can serve to keep the value of a currency stable and
prevent price inflation. The stability will encourage users to retain the coins longer,
resulting in lower pricing and, as a result, increased network uptime and capacity.
Token burns also convey a feeling of trust and dependability, particularly during the
start of a coin’s growth.
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This conversion will take place in accordance with the

Anti-Rug Pull

flow of Petrousus Token negotiations in order to
prevent disproportionate conversions and, as a result,
large value changes.


To qualify for a loan, the borrower must provide something of greater value than the
loan amount. To deposit this quantity of cash of at least equal value to the loan

We’re aware that the decentralized finance (DeFi)

Proof-Of-Stake: The Proof of Stake consensus

amount, smart contracts are employed. Unlike conventional banking and centralized

and crypto field has attracted its fair share of

technique is used for Petrousus Token purchases and

crypto platforms, Petrousus Token does not need users to give personal information

swindlers and criminal actors looking to entice

sells, and it employs the number of tokens supplied by

and allows individuals to keep complete self-custody’ of their assets (also called

investors into bogus enterprises known as rug pulls,

users as the key factor to select which of them will be

non-custodial wallets). 


only to disappear with their money.


the transaction verifier. 

Over-collateralization of loans ensures the security of peer-to-peer lending,

Liquidity is held in escrow in the Petrousus Token

It’s a criterion that promotes users with the most

addressing concerns about probable loan default and the excessive volatility of

ecosystem. All crypto actives used to acquire

substantial involvement in the token ecosystem while

cryptocurrencies as collateral. One of the most serious issues in DeFi lending and

Petrousus Tokens and saved in Pancake Swap will be

avoiding the high energy consumption associated with

borrowing today is over-collateralization. 


kept private, with no access granted to anyone but

transfers. 


the team. This technique is meant to rule out any

Over-collateralization in the DeFi area is a result of market instability.

V

olatility adds

Developer rug pull or “carpet pull.” The Transfer Fee is

This technique evolved as a replacement for Proof-of-

to the high level of risk faced by crypto investors. Over-collateralization occurs when

the only item the team gets.

Work, a blockchain-based process that generates

the value of the borrower’s staked asset exceeds the loan amount. Since the market

competition among validators, concentrating

is so unpredictable, lenders want much more collateral as a form of security for their

validation power in the hands of individuals with more

loans. 


powerful computers and resulting in significantly

Anti Whale

greater energy usage.

Borrowing is being undermined by the fact that many lenders won’t cooperate with
someone unless they have the ability to successfully front a considerable amount of
assets. At first look, it may seem paradoxical to use more assets as collateral than

The Smart Contract restricts purchases or sales in

Lending and Borrowing

you intend to borrow.


excess of 10% of the available liquidity at the time of
In order to revolutionize lending and borrowing in crypto, Petrousus Token allows

the transaction. Big purchases and conversions are
therefore avoided, which might cause significant

Core banking tasks in conventional finance include

volatility in the Petrousus Token’s value.

lending and borrowing. The cryptocurrency and DeFi

users to lend cash so that High-

Y

ield

V

aults may be leveraged to increase profits for

users.


have tried to incorporate borrowing and lending

Slow and Continuous

Y

ield

V

services. However, users that need to borrow crypto

Due to the increasing demand for funds to be allocated to the High-

aults,

must pledge assets at very high collateralization rates.

lenders are given greater loan rates. The Petrousus Token lending vaults will

Hence crypto lending/borrowing has yet to create a

distribute the yield created by lending to the capital providers, allowing users who

genuine use case.


deposit stablecoins and altcoins to earn a high rate of return.

Conversion of tokens
Anyone may become a borrower or a lender using the

earned through
Transfer Fee

Petrousus Token. The trustless nature of blockchain
and smart contracts makes all of this feasible.


Borrowers and lenders profit from lending in the
Petrousus Token ecosystem. It lets long-term investors
lend assets and earn greater interest rates, and it

The Smart Contract does not convert Petrousus Token

provides margin trading possibilities. Users will be able

into other tokens when Transfer Fees are paid.

to borrow loans in fiat money at cheaper rates than on
decentralized markets. Users can also sell it for a
cryptocurrency on a centralized market before lending
it to decentralized exchanges.
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We will provide lending services by using the
blockchain’s decentralized nature with direct peer-to-

Interest Rate Model

peer financing, liberalizing the loan and borrowing
process by connecting interested parties globally
directly without the need for middlemen. The following
is the outline of the procedure.


Instead of requiring individual providers or borrowers
to make agreements and rates, the Petrousus Token

based on supply and demand. 


the applicable legal framework when a project (loan
request) is published. The analysis will first establish
that the project is lawful, and then assess its long-term
viability and risk of default before suggesting an
appropriate interest rate to lenders. Token holders will

This report provides the user to see how their assets are

distributed among different places, such as exchanges and wallets.


project employs an interest rate model that, in each
money market, establishes an interest rate equilibrium

The platform will do a risk assessment and a review of

Holdings by Location:

Interest rates (the “price” of money) should rise in

Holdings by Portfolio/Assets and Tags:

This report enables the user to

assess their account’s composition by portfolio, assets, and custom groupings
generated during the tagging process.


tandem with demand, according to the basic
economic theory; when demand is low, interest rates
should be low, and vice versa when demand is high.

subsequently be able to invest directly in any project

Holdings over Time:

This report enables the user to assess the composition of

their account over time, based on their portfolio, assets, and custom categories
generated during the tagging process.


that they believe is feasible and lucrative. One of the
major benefits of the Petrousus Token is that the
investments will be legally safeguarded by a loan

Financial Reporting

Price Performance:

This report enables the user to compare price performance

over time based on their holdings, assets, portfolios, and custom groupings made

agreement created by a team of experts.

Petrousus token’s objective is to be DeFi’s powerhouse.


during the tagging process.


The partner financial institutions will help in the design
of the credit arrangement, boosting the security of the
investment for lenders. If the arrangement involves
giving a real asset as collateral, the collateral will be
allocated to our partner financial institution, which will

We want to treat token holders the same way we treat

Transaction report:

stockholders. This entails providing token holders with

individual transactions. It enables the user to filter transactions based on a variety of

frequent updates on the project’s operations and

criteria.

This report contains information about the account’s

direction.


liquidate the collateral and restore the proceeds to the
lenders if the loan becomes non-performing.
Petrousus token will compute and recommend loan
parameters that are fair to both parties using its own

Users’ holdings are included in the reports, which may
be compared to the Petrousus Token Taxonomy and
Market Data.

algorithms. The Petrousus Token community will also
be able to assess and adjust the settings in a
decentralized method that is expected to provide the
best results. This implies that if a lender believes in a
project, he can disregard all odds and fund it. 
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Staking

USE OF FUNDS

Staking is one of the most straightforward DeFi
investing methods. It involves putting Petrousus Token
locked for a specific period of time.


Petrousus token intends to use the funds in the
following way

An investor automatically becomes a validator in a
proof-of-stake (PoS) network by staking Petrousus
Token. Validators operate PoS systems, earning
rewards depending on the number of tokens they
hold.


focus on ecosystem development and new
applications.


Typically, DeFi initiatives reward investors with
governance tokens, which give them more voting
power. Other cryptocurrencies may be exchanged for
coins.

Token Distribution
The total supply of DEFI is going to be distributed for:

Research and Development (50%): This will
Administration (20%): This covers the

administrative and running cost of the Petrousus
Token business.


Sales and Marketing (30%): This is concerned
with localization and global sales expansion.

Governance
Users must be given some power over the project in
order to properly establish a decentralized
environment for them. Each user in the Petrousus
Token ecosystem is a decision-maker and has equal
voting rights.

A member must own and stake the Petrousus token in
order to make a proposal and vote inside the
Petrousus Token ecosystem. Within the Petrousus
Token ecosystem, each token represents one vote.

Yes, no, and abstain are the three voting alternatives.
Users can also submit optional text when voting.
Petrousus token will get a better knowledge of the
community’s expectations and preferences in this
manner.

There will be at least a 2 month vesting period.


Roadmap
The cryptocurrency market is fast-changing and very volatile. This implies that
change is unavoidable. Petrousus token recognizes this and has created an
innovation strategy for the next 6-9 months. Petrousus token has a consumer
feedback program incorporated into its operational architecture to guarantee that
there is a clear innovation path beyond this period.

Phase 1
Idea and C oncept C reation: This step is concerned with the creation of the
project ideas.

R esearch (Planning & Team formation)


Private Sale through investor network

Online community development and awareness on Discord, Twitter,
Telegram, and M edium

Pre-sale via IDO
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Phrase 2

This White Paper is not a prospectus, product
disclosure statement, or other regulated offering

S t a k i n g a n d f a r m i n g o n B S C 


documents, and no governmental or regulatory body
has approved or registered it. In certain areas, the
dissemination and use of this White Paper, as well as

Partnership with DeFi tools provider to enable a

any connected promotional or marketing material and

l i v e a n a l y t i c s d a s h b o a r d o n t h e p l a t f o r m 


activities using Petrousus Token, may be limited. As a
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result, prospective Petrousus Token purchasers must
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Individuals or legal organizations residing or domiciled
This White Paper is intended to provide information and
clarification on the Petrousus Token Project and does
not constitute any sort of advice, statement of future
plans, a guarantee of success, or even accuracy of the

in countries or jurisdictions that limit the purchase and
selling of tokens or demand prior registration with
government authorities or other requirements for
issuing tokens should not acquire Petrousus Token.


facts and forecasts included here. This whitepaper is
limited to presenting technical and operational
information, both on what has been conceived and
what is intended to be achieved, in order to bring clarity
and transparency to Petrousus Token operations, but
only in the form of future projections, i.e., expectations,
with no guarantee of the outcome.


It is critical to emphasize that this White Paper, and any
materials or explanations supplied, should not be
interpreted as a solicitation to invest. All fiscal, tax and
legal duties stemming from their activities and usage of
Petrousus Token’s services are the responsibility of each
user. Petrousus token shall never be held responsible for
any taxes or responsibilities owed by the user.
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